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Executive Summary
This document describes the status and structure of the early AllScale runtime
system prototype deliverable (D4.2). Instructions on how to obtain, build and
run the prototype will be provided as well as which parts of the interfaces as
defined in D4.1 have been implemented and are part of this deliverable.
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1 Introduction
Deliverable D4.2 is a source code deliverable providing the first early prototype
of the AllScale runtime system. This prototype is an implementation of the API
specification of the deliverable D4.1 for shared memory systems.
As such, the prototype implemented the necessary interfaces to schedule work,
interface with the monitoring and resiliency component as well as providing a
first prototype for a multi objective scheduler.
The remainder of this document will provide instructions on how to build the
prototype as well as an overview of the implemented interfaces. So far, there
were no deviations from the specification as defined in D4.1.

2 Build instructions
The first prototype is the basis of development for the AllScale runtime systems
and provides a starting point of work for the other collaborators in the Project to
start their experiments.
Since the AllScale runtime system is based on HPX, we have an installation of
HPX as a prerequisite. Information on how to install HPX can be found here:
http://stellar-group.github.io/hpx/docs/html/hpx/manual/build_system.html
Once HPX is installed, the runtime system prototype is expected to have all
needed dependencies.
The source code of the prototype can be currently found in our internal git
repository at this URL: http://10.10.5.114/allscale/allscale-runtime.
Once the sources have been obtained either via the Git SCM or a downloadable
snapshot, the build process is configured using CMake, which interfaces with the
native build tools of the developers platform (make, Visual Studio, Eclipse, etc.)
and the runtime system can be built together with the unit tests as well as an
accompanying example.
The code is organized as follows:
 <project root>
o allscale – all headers needed to interface with the runtime system
o src – The source files that contain the implementation of the
runtime system
o example – Examples showing the use of the runtime system
o tests – Unit tests to ensure a functional runtime system
o CMakeLists.txt – cmake build script
o README.md – short summary and usage hints

3 Shared Memory Implementation
This deliverable is providing the first prototype of the AllScale runtime system.
This first prototype has implemented the basic functionality needed to support
shared memory parallelism within the AllScale programming model. The
interfaces, as defined in D4.2, and this prototype implements are centered on the
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concept of work items. Those are the basic blocks of the AllScale runtime system
to execute tasks. A scheduler prototype has been included in this deliverable
demonstrating a basic, naïve scheduling policy for different work item variants.
The runtime has been additionally supplemented with hooks allowing the
performance monitoring and resiliency manager to gather information on the
execution of work items. As Data Items as described in D4.1 are only needed for
distributed memory applications, they are not part of this deliverable.

3.1 Work Item
The work item implementation was modeled after the interface definition from
D4.1.. The work_item_description class has been implemented exactly as defined
in D4.1., This class is used to initialize an object of class work_item. The
definition of this class in this protoype is as follows:
struct work_item
{
work_item();
template <typename WorkItemDescription, typename Treeture, typename
...Ts>
work_item(WorkItemDescription, Treeture tre, Ts&&... vs);
work_item(work_item const& other);
work_item(work_item && other);
work_item &operator=(work_item const& other);
work_item &operator=(work_item && other);
bool valid() const
this_work_item::id& id()
const char* name() const
void process();
void split();
template <typename Archive>
void load(Archive & ar, unsigned);
template <typename Archive>
void save(Archive & ar, unsigned) const;
};

The main deviation from the interface defined in D4.1 is the fact that work_item
itself is not derived from a common base class describing the interface of the
work item concept, but rather it is implemented as a specialized type erasing
value type. This allows the runtime implementation to easily store work items in
containers as well as pass them around as arguments to function calls without
the necessity of using pointers to a base class. For this reason, the work_item is
initialized with a work_item_description which defines the specific variants of
the work item, the treeture which is used to transfer the result of the work item
as well as the closure of the work item, denoted as a variadic template pack.
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In this prototype, the interface consists of either calling the process variant or
the split variant. Which function to call is upon the scheduler to decide.

3.2 Scheduler prototype
The scheduler prototype has been implemented conforming to the interface
definition in D4.1. We implemented a basic, naïve scheduling policy which
directly dispatches the passed work items onto the underlying HPX thread
manager. This is sufficient to demonstrate basic functionality.

3.3 Monitoring hooks
Monitoring hooks have been implemented to allow the performance analysis as
well as the resiliency manager to get notified whenever a work_item gets
enqueued, dequeued, started or finished execution.

4 Future Work
After the first prototype of the runtime system has been completed, the next
deliverable in WP4 is to supply a first, shared memory version of the multiobjective optimizing scheduler. In regard to reach MS2, we will refine the
implementation and interfaces to support WP2 and WP5 to interface with the
runtime in order to reach a first fully integrated AllScale Programming
Environment. We are planning on releasing a first public release of the AllScale
runtime system for MS2. In addition, we are preparing the already existing
implementation to be used in a distributed memory application.
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